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Looking to the future with the knowledge of the past: 

Bongio has been producing tap and bathroom �tting 

collections since 1936. Quality, design, research and 

innovation are the basis for all the planning and 

production. High standards are guaranteed by the 

craftsmanship, love for technology, quality materials, 

and the products being �nished and checked by us & 

every single item really furnishes the bathroom. 60% 

of the production is destined for the most demanding 

foreign markets - Bongio has won a prestigious place 

the world over, where Italian design has always been 

considered the number one for good taste and 

elegance. Thanks to more than seventy �ve years of 

experience and working together with the architects 

and designers, Bongio gives the bathroom the 

personality and character that the most intimate room 

in the house deserves.
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During a century, like our one, where the water is becoming 

precious than gold, bongio promotes the campaign“I LOVE 

WATER”, wishing to push the culture of the water saving as a 

fundamental duty every of a Citizen. It is to follow this 

philosophy, that bongio has started a series of particular 

actions. That all the bongio mixers & showers will have a 

particular device that will reduce the �ow of the water without 

limiting the funcitionality and the design, but granting to have an 

important energetic and economic save. Moreover following the 

same philosphy, bongio will support a water project to build 

new wells of water for the African population, �nancing the 

AMREF Association, believing that also our historical customers 

and the new ones can appreciate the choice. 

To be updating about the iniziative, please visit our web site: 

www.bongio.it
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design . Massimiliano Della Monaca
engineering . Studio Tecnico Bongio

With its deep sense of style and product culture, 

Bongio introduces the elegant SOFFI collection, a 

complete line of taps and fittings that extols the 

noblest spirit of authentic Murano glass, certified by 

the Consorzio Promovetro as “Murano Artistic Glass.” 
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Design Massimiliano Della Monaca
Engineering Studio Tecnico Bongio

The calm and wisdom of the finest handicrafts, pure 

and unimpaired over the years, incorruptible by 

changing fashion, an example of perfection envied the 

world over. Unique, eloquent pieces, capable of refined 

and harmonious dialogue with any bathroom, a 

distinctive stylistic code embellishing the space with 

our most intimate feelings. Finally, design recovers the 

loftiest contents in terms of research, materials, and 

function, leaving behind commonplace 

self-congratulation in conflict with modern customs. 

Polished or opaque, hammered or smooth, inflected 

with fascinating colours, the Murano glass in the Soffi 

collection is an unmistakeable touch of style with high 

artistic and design content. Because designer 

Massimiliano Della Monaca has merged all of his 

expertise in designing luxury taps and fittings with his 

passion for traditional Murano glass production. A 

combination that celebrates a new way of looking at 

bathroom taps and fittings, transverse in style and 

content, able to delight the most refined tastes. It is no 

coincidence that Bongio has led the way in creativity 

and innovation for over 70 years: an ambassador of 

authentic Italian quality esteemed all over the world.
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*Available in 4 color options.

60972 - 60978*

60524 - 60556 60514 - 60525 60502

60978
Built in basin spout.

60524
Progressive built in mixer 
only brass.

60972
Built in bath spout.

60556
Built in diverter only brass.

60514
Progressive built in mixer 
brass+glass.

60525
Built in diverter brass+glass.

60502
Bidet spout.

06 07SOFFI



08 09SOFFI



1010 11SOFFI



12 13SOFFI
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60510 - 60535 60520 - 60566 60830

6084060510
Progressive mixer for deck 
installation brass+glass.

60535
Bath diverter for deck 
installation brass+glass.

60520
Progressive mixer for deck 
installation only brass.

60566
Bath diverter for deck 
installation only brass.

60840
Handshower set for 
deck installation.

60830
Duplex handshower set.

15SOFFI
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16 17SOFFI



18 19SOFFI



20

01

21SOFFI



22 23SOFFI



24 25SOFFI
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60546/D 60804/30 - 60804/40 60960

FINITURE / FINISHING 60961

60546/D
Coaxial external shower column
Ø 42 with thermostatic mixer, 
Ø 200 round shower and duplex 
shower set.

60804/30
30 cms. Ceiling shower arm.

60804/40
40 cms. Ceiling shower arm.

60960
Ø 20 round shower head.

60961
Ø 10 shower head.

60804
To be installed only 
together with our 
ceiling shower arm art.

27SOFFI
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design Marco Poletti
engineering Antonio Bongio . Fabio FrattiniRIVA



30 31RIVA

57521/22
57526/D

57539

57521/22
Basin mixer without waste.

57539
Built-in basin mixer.

57526/D
Bath and shower mixer
with duplex shower set.

57529
Built-in shower mixer
with diverter.

57529



32 33RIVA

57539
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57883

57524

57883
Shower head with arm
and regulation of the �ow.

57524
Built-in shower mixer.

3434 35RIVA

57131
Thermostatic shower column 
with diverter and shower set.
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58526/D 58526/D
Bath and shower mixer 
with duplex shower set.

58521/22
Basin/bidet mixer 
without waste.

58539
Built-in basin mixer.

58883
Shower head with arm 
and regulation 
of the �ow.

58524
Built-in shower mixer.

58529
Built-in shower mixer 
with diverter.

58131
Thermostatic shower 
column with diverter and 
shower set.

5853958521/22 58883

5852958524

37RIVA
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design Antonio Bongio . Marco Poletti . 
Vegni Design . concept Roberto Niccolai
engineering Antonio Bongio . Fabio Frattini

ACQUAVIVA

Water emotions by40



40

56991/12
12 cms. built-in spout on plate.

56991/18
18 cms. built-in spout on plate.

56991/22
22 cms. built-in spout on plate.

56991/1856991/12 56991/22

41ACQUAVIVA



56539/12
Wall basin mixer with 12 cms. spout 
and mixer on single plate, with built-in 
box, internal connections, �ow regulation 
system,back �xing plate in stainless steel.

56539/18
Wall basin mixer with 18 cms. spout and 
mixer on single plate, with built-in box, 
internal connections, �ow regulation system,
back  �xing plate in stainless steel.

56539/22
Wall basin mixer with 22 cms. spout 
and mixer on single plate, with built-in 
box, internal connections, �ow regulation 
system,back  �xing plate in stainless steel.

56539/12

56539/18

42

56539/22

43ACQUAVIVA



56538/12
Wall basin mixer with 12 cms. Spout 
and mixer on separate plates with 
built-in boxes, internal connections, 
�ow regulations system, back �xing 
plates in stainless stess.

56538/18
Wall basin mixer with 18 cms. Spout 
and mixer on separate plates with 
built-in boxes, internal connections, 
�ow regulations system, back �xing 
plates in stainless stess.

56538/1856538/12

44

56538/22
Wall basin mixer with 22 cms. Spout 
and mixer on separate plates with 
built-in boxes, internal connections, 
�ow regulations system, back �xing 
plates in stainless stess.

45ACQUAVIVA



56521
Single lever basin 
mixer without waste.

56522
Single lever bidet 
mixer without waste.

56532
Single lever basin mixer  with 
extension and without waste.

56521/22

56532

46 47ACQUAVIVA



56530/18
Built-in bath and shower mixer with 18 cms. spout, mixer, 
shower set, diverter, built-inbox, internal connections, back 
�xing plate in stainless steel.

56530/22
Built-in bath and shower mixer with 22 cms. spout, mixer, 
shower set, diverter, built-in  box, internal connections,  
back �xing plate in stainless steel.

56530/18

56530/22

48 49ACQUAVIVA



56531/D
Bath and shower mixer with 22 cms. 
built-in spout, built-in box, internal 
connections, �ow regulation system, 
back �xing plate in stainless steel and 
deck bath set with mixer, shower set 
and diverter on plate.

56524
Built-in single lever shower mixer 
with built-in box, back �xing plate 
in stainless steel.

56835
Built-in diverter with handshower set.

5652456531/D 56835

5050 51ACQUAVIVA



52 53ACQUAVIVA

5652856529/P
Deck bath set with mixer, 
shower set and diverter on plate.

56528
Bath column to the �oor with
mixer,shower set, diverter. 

56529/P
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56131
155 cms. shower column with mixer, 
shower set, diverter and �ow 
regulation system.

ACQUAVIVA 55



56 ACQUAVIVA 57

55539/12/18/22
Wall basin mixer with 120/180/220 mms. 
spout and mixer on single plate, with built-in 
box, internal connecsystem, progressive cartridge.
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SI00200LU
White light system for items 56539 
(56539+SI00200LU)

SI00100EL
Infra-red system for items 56992
 (56992+SI00100EL)

56521EL
Single lever basin mixer with 
infra-red system and without waste.

56992 56521EL56539 SI00300PA*
Engraving of “parole” on the items
(56539+SI00300PA)

*Customise message option
59ACQUAVIVA
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design Marco Poletti
engineering Studio Tecnico BongioO’CLOCK
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14533
Floor basin 
mixer column.

 

1453314538/16/2214521

14438/16/2214532

14521
Basin mixer.

14538/16/22
Built-in basin mixer
with 16/22 cms. spout.

14438/16/22
Built-in basin mixer
with 16/22 cms. spout.

14532
Basin mixer with extension.

63O’CLOCK
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14524
Built-in shower mixer.

14529
Built-in shower mixer
with diverter.

14530/D
Built-in bath & 
shower mixer.

14534
Bath mixer to the �oor
with shower set and diverter.

1453414889

1452914524

14530/D

14889
Built-in roud 
shower head.

O’CLOCK



14526/D

14531/D

14526/D
Bath and shower mixer
with duplex shower set.

14531/D
Bath and shower mixer
for deck installation.

66

977/M
Spout from ceiling
with mixer included in the spout.

67O’CLOCK



68 69O’CLOCK
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ELECTRONIC MIXERS WITH SENSORS

Water emotions by

Bongio design



 

46521/EL
Erogation spout with
electronical system.

46532/EL
Erogation spout withelectronical 
system and 150 mms. extension.

46533/EL
Erogation spout 
to the �oor with 
electronical system.

 

56521/EL
Basin mixer with battery 
infrared system, without 
wastewith �ow 
regulation system. 

56992/EL 12-18-22
Wall basin mixer with 120/180/220 mms. 
spout, temperature regulation system, 
�ow regulation system and built-in box 
to be sold together with the infrared 
system ref. SI00100EL.

46533/EL56992/EL 12-18-2256521/EL

46532/EL46521/EL

72

30501/EL
Erogation spout with
electronical system.

46992/EL
220 mms. built-in spout
with electronical system.

977/EL
Ceiling spout with
electronical system. 

 

977/EL

46992/EL30501/EL

73ELETTRONICO
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Design Marco PolettiSTELTH
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76 STELTH 77



 

01521
Basin mixer without waste.

01532
Basin mixer with 15 cms. 
extension without waste.

01522
Bidet mixer without waste.

01533
Basin mixer to the �oor.

015330153201521

01522

78

 

STELTH 79
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01538/16/22
Wall basin mixer with 
16/22 cms. spout.

03538/16/22
3-holes built-in basin mixer
with 16/22 cms. spout.

03501
3-holes basin mixer
without waste.

03500
1/2” built-in tap.

01524
Built-in shower mixer.

01529
Built-in shower mixer with diverter.

O’CLOCK

0350103538/16/2201538/16/22

01524 0152903500

STELTH 81



 

01531/D
Deck bath mixer 
with handshower set.

01534
Bath mixer to the �oor 
with handshower set.

03531/D
5-holes deck bath 
and shower set.

01531/D01534

03531/D

82

01526/D
Bath & shower mixer
with duplex shower set.

01530/D
Built-in bath with diverter 
and duplex shower set.

01881
Shower head.

806
Shower arm.

01881 + 806 01530/D01526/D

STELTH 83



0100901007/40/6001001

30028 3002530027

84

30022

30017

01001
Robe hook.

01007/40/60
40/60 cms. towel rail.

01009
Paper holder.

30022
Glass holder to lean.

30027
Dispenser to lean.

30028
Soap holder to lean.

30025
Toilet brush to lean.

30017
Rectangular shower basket.

85STELTH
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INSERTS MADE IN MURANO GLASS
design Marco Poletti & Massimiliano Della Monaca
engineering Studio Tecnico Bongio

CRYSTAL
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48521
Basin mixer with clic-clac waste.

48522
Bidet mixer with clic-clac waste.

 

48900CRAG
Silver

48900CRBI
Mat White/Black

48900CRMA
Brown/Black

48900CROR
Golden

48900CRLI
Lillac

48900CRVE
Green/Bordeaux

48900ORAM
Amber

48900OROR
Golden

48900ORRS
Red/Golden

49900CR00
Chrome

89CRYSTAL

48521 48522



48532

48532
Basin mixer with 150 mms.
extension and clic-clac waste.

90

48537/D
External shower mixer 
with tube, shower head 
and duplex shower set.

48502
Basin mixer 2 holes 
with clic-clac waste.

48501
Three holes basin mixer
with clic-clac waste.

48524
Built-in shower mixer.

48529
Built-in shower mixer 
with diverter.

91CRYSTAL

4850148502

4852948524



92 93CRYSTAL

48526/D
External bath & shower mixer 
with duplex shower set.

48538/16/22
Built-in basin mixer 
with 16/22 cms. spout

48538/16/22

48526/D
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design Marco Poletti
engineering Studio Tecnico BongioMYAMYX
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46521
Basin mixer with 
clic-clac waste.

46522
Bidet mixer with 
clic-clac waste.

46501
Basin mixer 2 holes 
with clic-clac waste.

59521
Basin mixer with 
clic-clac waste.

59521

46521 46522 46532

46501

MYAMYX BRILLANT
Made with Swarovski®  Elements

97MYAMYX



45521
Basin monobloc with swivel 
spout and clic-clac waste.

45522
Bidet monobloc with swivel 
spout and clic-clac waste.

45501
Three holes basin mixer with 
clic-clac waste.

4552245521

45501

98 99MYAMYX



46539/16/22
Built/in basin mixer with plate 
and 16/22 cms. spout.

46538/16/22
Built/in basin mixer 
with 16/22 cms. spout.

45538/16/22
3-holes built in basin mixer 
with 16/22 cms. spout.

46526/D
External bath and shower mixer 
with duplex shower set.

992/16/22
16/22 cms. �at built-in spout. 

46526/D 992/16/22

46539/16/22 46538/16/22 45538/16/22

100 101MYAMYX



46524
Built-in shower mixer.

46529
Built-in shower mixer 
with diverter.

46531/D
Bath and shower mixer 
for deck installation.

46530/D
Built-in bath and shower 
mixer with duplex shower set.

46531/D 46530/D

46524 46529

102 103MYAMYX
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46534

46533 
Floor basin 
mixer column.

46534
Bath mixer to the �oor
with shower set and diverter.

46533

105MYAMYX



993/85/105
85-105 cms. �at spout to the �oor.

993/85/105

106

Bongio designDOMINO

Water emotions by



43539/16/22 43522

43521 43532

108

43521
Basin mixer with clic-clac waste.

43532
Basin mixer with 15 cms. extension 
and clic-clac waste.

43539/16/22
Wall basin mixer with 16/22 cms. 
spout, plate and built-in stainless 
steel box.

43522
Bidet mixer with clic-clac waste.

109DOMINO



43544

43526/D
External bath mixer
with shower set.

43524
Built-in 
shower mixer.

110

43524

43549

4352943526/D

43525/3

43529
Built-in shower 
mixer with diverter.

43525/3
3 ways diverter.

43544
Coaxial thermostatic 
built-in shower mixer.

43549
Coaxial thermostatic 
built-in shower mixer 
with diverter.

111DOMINO
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43529/P
Deck bath and 
shower mixer 
without spout.

43534/D
Four holes deck 
bath and shower
mixer with 
progressive cartridge.

43531/D
Deck bath and 
shower mixer 
with spout.

991/22
22 cms. built-in square spout.

991/16
16 cms. built-in square spout.

43537/D
External shower mixer 
complete of shower tube, 
shower head, diverter and 
handshower set.

113DOMINO

43534/D 991/22 - 991/16

43529/P 43531/D 43537/D
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Bongio designGRIP
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47521/L
Basin mixer without waste.

47539
22 cms. built-in basin mixer 
without waste.

47522/L
Bidet mixer without waste.

47532/L
Basin mixer with 15 cms. 
extension and without waste.

47532/L 47539

47521/L 47522/L

116 GRIP 117
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47526/D
External bath & shower mixer 
with duplex shower set.

47523
External shower mixer.

47524
Built-in shower mixer.

47529 47527

47526/D 47523 47524

47529
mixer with diverter.

47527
Built-in basin mixer 
without waste.

120 GRIP 121



47131
Built-in shower 
column with thermostatic 
mixer, diverter, movable 
spraies and handshower set.

122

EASY INSTALLATION

Easy and fast installation.

1 - insert the box into the 
wall a put the tiles.
2 - Connect the wall connections 
to the shower panel and draw up 
it to the box.
They will attach together automatically 
through a magnetic system.

-

GRIP 123
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Marco Poletti designONE
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84729522

29521 2953229521
Basin mixer with clic-clac waste.

29532
Basin mixer with extension
and clic-clac waste.

29522
Bidet mixer with clic-clac waste.

847
Built-in shower head.

ONE 127



29531

29524
Built-in shower mixer.

29529
Built-in shower mixer
with diverter.

29531
Floor shower column complete with 
taps, diverter and shower set.

29531/P
Wall shower column complete with 
taps, diverter and shower set.

2952929524

29531/P

128 ONE 129
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-

132

41521 41532/15 41532/20 41532/25 41532/30 41533

41521
Basin/bidet mixer with
clic-clac waste.

41532/15
Basin mixer with 15 cms.
extension and clic-clac waste.

41532/20
Basin mixer with 20 cms.
extension and clic-clac waste.

41532/25
Basin mixer with 25 cms.
extension and clic-clac waste.

41532/30
Basin mixer with 30 cms.
extension and clic-clac waste.

41533
Floor basin mixer column.

ONE 133
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2900829009

29001 29002 29001
Robe hook.

29002
Towel rail.

29009
Toilet paper holder.

29008
Double toilet paper holder.

29007/30/40/60
30/40/60 cms. towel rail.

29007/30/40/60
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2902029024

29014 2901529012

29023

29012
Glass holder to lean.

29014
Glass holder.

29015
Soap holder.

29023
Soap dispenser.

29024
Soap dispenser to lean.

29020
11x70 cms. bracket.

ONE 137

29050 2905129018

29021

29018
Brass soap holder 
to lean.

29050
90 cms. basin standard with 
soap holder and towel rail.

29051
70 cms. bidet standard with soap holder, 
towel rail and paper holder.

29021
11x35 cms. bracket.
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Marco Poletti designMOON
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140 MOON 141

39522

39521

39521
Basin mixer with clic-clac waste.

39522
Bidet mixer with clic-clac waste.



142

848

39524 39529

39524
Built-in shower mixer.

39529
Built-in shower mixerwith diverter.

848
Built-in shower head.

143MOON
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Marco Poletti designMIRO’
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146 MIRO’ 147

26522

26521

26521
Basin mixer with1.1/4” pop-up waste.

26522
Bidet mixer with1.1/4” pop-up waste.

26526/D
External bath and shower mixer with duplex shower set.

26529
Built-in shower mixer with diverter.

26523
External shower mixer.

26524
Built-in shower mixer.

26524

26523

26529

26526/D
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26007/4/6

26001

26524

26002

26004

26000

26000
Hook set.

26001
Robe hook.

26002
Towel rail with 2 
movable arms.

26004
Towel ring holder.

26007/4/6
40/60 cms. towel rail.

26008/4/6
40/60 cms. towel rail 
with soap holder.

149MIRO’

26018

26014

26024

26015

26012

26009

26009
Toilet paper holder.

26012
Glass holder to lean. 

26014
Glass holder.

26018
Soap holder to lean.

26024
Soap dispenser to lean.

26015
Soap holder.



150 151MIRO’

26025

26017 26016

26011

26023

26023
Soap dispenser.

26011
Soap and glass holder to lean.

26017
Soap and glass holder.

26025
Toilet brush holder.

26016
Double soap holder. 
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26020

26022

26021

26028

26026

26019

26019
Double soap holder to lean.

26026
Soap dispenser to lean with base.

26022
Glass holder to lean with base.

26020
13x62 cms. bracket.

26028
Soap holder to lean with base.

26021
16x30 cms. bracket.

153MIRO’

26054

26055

26052
Adjusting standard 
with soap holder and 
two towel rails.

26053
Adjusting standard with soap 
holder, towel rail, toilet paper 
holder and toilet brush holder.

26055
50 cms. wall bracket 
with soapholder, towel 
rail and paper holder.

26054
70 cms. wall bracket with TOP 
magni�ng mirror, glass holder, 
soap holder and two towel rails.

2605326052

Matt WhiteMatt GoldMatt ChromeGoldChrome RedCidrum GreenMusk GreenBlue
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Bongio designPAT
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21007/30/40/50/60/80

21001

21001
Robe hook.

21007/30/40/50/60/80
30/40/50/60/80 cms. towel rail.

21004
Towel ring holder.

21009
Toilet paper holder.

21020
14x64 cms. bracket.

21015
Soap holder.

21015

21020

21009

21004

PAT 157
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21053

21014

2102321052

21052
93 cms. basin standard with 
soap holder and two towel rails.

21053
78 cms. bidet standard with 
soap holder, towel rail, paper 
holder and toilet brush holder.

21014
Glass holder.

21023
Soap dispenser.

159PAT

21054
80 cms. wall bracket with soap 
holder, glass holder, 2 towel rails 
and magni�ng mirror.
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Bongio designCUCINA - KITCHEN MIXERS 
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32380
Sink mixer with 
extractable handshower.

32980
Sink mixer 
with spring.

51680
Sink mixer with 
extractable spout 
and handshower.

162

32680
Sink mixer with 
extractable spout 
and handshower.

32280
Sink mixer.

32980

32680

51680

32280

32380

32580

32580
Sink mixer.

32180
Stainless steel sink mixer.

163CUCINA



164 165CUCINA

15580

31580

45580

30580

36580

30580
Sink monobloc.

36580
Sink monobloc.

45580
Sink monobloc. 

15580
Sink monobloc.

31580
Sink monobloc.
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W E L L N E S S

169

888/C4
54x40 cms 
Built in ceiling shower head 
with rain + cascade + fog 
spray + chromotherapy.

888/C8
54x80 cms 
Built in ceiling shower head 
with rain + 2 cascades 
+ chromotherapy.

888/C4 - 888/C8

32542/03
Thermostatic mixer with 
3 built-in stop cock on one plate. 
CHROME

32542/04
Thermostatic mixer with 
4 built-in stop cock on one plate. 
CHROME

32542/03 - 32542/04
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40554/R
3/4” built-in 
thermostatic 
shower mixer 
without lock.

32549/03
Built-in round thermostatic 
mixer with 3 ways diverter.

43549/03
Built-in square thermostatic 
mixer with 3 ways diverter.

40500/R
1/2” built-in tap.

40500
1/2” built-in tap.

40500/R

40554/R

40500

40554

40554
3/4” built-in 
thermostatic 
shower mixer 
without lock.

32549/03

43549/03
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52544
T-square - coaxial 
built-in thermostatic 
mixer.

54549
Suogiu’ - coaxial 
built-inthermostatic 
mixer with diverter.

32549/CL
T-mix - coaxial 
built-in thermostatic 
mixer with diverter.

43544
Domino - coaxial 
built-in thermostatic 
mixer.

32544/CL
T-mix - coaxial 
built-in thermostatic 
mixer.

54549

32544/CL

32549/CL

 43544

 52544

 54544

54544
Suogiu’ - coaxial 
built -in thermostatic 
mixer.
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32525/3
T-mix - 3-ways 
diverter.

43525/3
Domino - 3-ways 
diverter.

52525/3
T-square - 3-ways 
diverter.

54525/3
Suogiu’ - 3-ways 
diverter.

52549
T-square - coaxial 
built-in thermostatic 
mixer with diverter.

43525/3

52549

52525/3

 54525/3

32525/3

 43549

43549
Domino - Coaxial 
built-in thermostatic 
mixer with diverter.
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888/46
40x60 cms 
steel rectangular 
ceiling shower 
head.

888/C5
50x50 cms 
Built in ceiling 
shower head  
with rain 
and cascade

888/C7
40x70 cms Built 
in ceiling shower 
head with rain 
and two cascades

888/80 
80x80 cms 
steel square 
ceiling shower 
head.

888/50 
50x50 cms 
steel square 
ceiling shower 
head.

888/46 888/80 - 888/50

888/C7  888/C5
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890
Brass wall 
cascade 
shower head.

893
Built-in wall
water fall

60961*60960*

889
Steel wall 
shower head 
with rain + cascade

890 893889

60960*
Ø 200 mms shower 
head made by real 
murano glass.
Colour options available

60961*
Ø 100 mms shower 
head made by real 
murano glass.
Colour options available
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882
Ø 300 mms 
brass round 
shower head.

883/RO
Ø 300 mms steel round 
shower head, 4 mms thick.
883/QU
Ø 300 mms steel square
shower head, 4 mms thick.

58883
Brass wall water 
fall shower head 
with arm and �ow 
regulation system.

882

58883 56991/22

56991/22
22 cms built-in 
brass water fall 
with �ow 
regulation system.

883/RO - 883/QU

 848

 847

847
Adjustable brass 
wall shower head.

848
Adjustable brass 
wall fall shower 
head.
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881
195x195 mms 
brass square 
shower head.

887
200x200 mms 
abs square 
shower head.

879
300x300 mms 
brass square 
shower head.

860
Ø 170 mms brass 
shower head with 
48 holes.

 879  881

 860

 887

880
Ø 225 mms brass 
round shower head.

 880  886

886
Ø 208 mms abs 
round shower head.
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867/RO

 867/Q  867/R

  867/QU867/RO
Orientable brass 
body spray shower, 
rain function.

867/QU
Orientable brass 
body spray shower, 
rain function.

867/Q
Built-in abs square 
orientable body spray, 
rain function.

867/R
Built-in abs round 
orientable body spray, 
rain function.
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56131
1550 mms shower column with 
progressive cartridge mixer, shower set, 
diverter and �ow regulation system.

54131
Shower column complete with 
thermostatic mixer, diverter and 
handshower set.

47131
Built-in shower column with thermostatic 
mixer, diverter, body jets and 
handshower set.
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47131/ES
External shower column with 
thermostatic mixer, diverter, body jets 
and handshower set.

58131
Thermostatic shower column with 
diverter, shower set and �ow regulation 
system.

29531
Floor shower column complete with 
diverter and shower set.
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54550/D
Square thermostatic shower column with 
diverter, handshower set and 300x300 
mms shower head.

54547/D
Suogiu’ coaxial horizontal or vertical 
external thermostatic mixer with diverter, 
round shower head and handshower set.

32547/ED
External thermostatic shower mixer with 
tube, diverter, shower head and 
handshower set.
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54548/D
Suogiu’ coaxial horizontal or vertical 
external thermostatic mixer with diverter 
square shower head and handshower set.

46537/D
External shower mixer with tube, diverter, 
shower head and handshower set, 
progressive cartridge.

54546/D
Coaxial external shower column ø 42 mm 
with thermostatic mixer, diverter, ø 300 mm 
round shower head and handshower set.
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809
Rectangular shower column with low 
water supply, diverter, 300 mms 
shower head, shower sliding support, 
140 mms handshower and 1500 mms
double interlock brass hose.

187

811/R 811/Q 14089

811/R
Brass shower column with 
low water connection, 
diverter, ø 225 mms round 
shower head, shower sliding 
support, handshower and 
1500 mms double interlock 
brass hose.

811/Q
brass shower column with
low water connection,
diverter, 1 95x195 mms 
square shower head, 
shower sliding support, 
handshower and 1500 mms 
double interlock brass hose.

14089
Shower column with wall 
water connection
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926/3
Shower set with water supply 
elbow, orientable bracket 
ø 100 mms 3 functions handshower 
and 1500 mms double interlock brass 
�exible hose, 1/2” ff conical.

830
Brass round shower set with water 
supply elbow, orientable bracket, single 
function handshower and 1500 mms double 
interlock brass hose, 1/2” ff conical.

830/E
Abs shower set with water supply elbow,
�xed bracket, abs single function 
handshower and 1500 mms double interlock 
brass hose, 1/2” ff conical.

936/3 830

 830/E

 836/N

836/N
Shower set with water 
supply elbow, orientable 
bracket, 3 functions 
handshower and 1500 mms 
double interlock brass hose, 
1/2” ff conical.

 51828

51828
Shower set with orientable 
bracket,single function handshower 
and 1500 mms double interlock 
brass �exible hose, 1/2” ff conical.
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828
Brass rectangular shower set with
orientable bracket, single function
handshower and 1500 mms double
interlock brass hose, 1/2” ff conical.

834
Brass square shower set with water 
supply elbow, orientable bracket, 
single function handshower and
1500 mms double interlock brass 
hose, 1/2” ff conical.

834/E
Abs shower set with �xed bracket , abs
single function handshower and
1500 mms double interlock
brass hose, 1/2” ff conical.

14836
Built-in duplex with 4 functions
handshower & water fall �ow

14836

 834 834/E

 835/5

 828
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910

902 915

903

903
ABS round shower set for
 wc, with water supply 
and safety valve.

910
Square brass shower 
set for wc.

915
Brass wall tap with support 
for toilet cleaning shower kit.

902
Round brass shower 
set for wc.

TOILET 
CLEANING
SHOWER
SETS



FOR 2 DIVERSION FOR 3 DIVERSION

FOR 3 DIVERSION FOR 4 DIVERSION

RECOMMENDED PIPING LAYOUT
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SHOWER PROJECT

*RECOMMENDED
INSTALLATION HEIGHTS

H Inches 60 64 68 72 76

Inches 48 52 56 60 64

Inches 36 40 44 48 52

Inches 24 28 32 36 40

Inches 40 42 44 46 48

Inches 12 12 12 14 14

Inches 78 82 82 88 92

Inches 44 46 48 50 52

A

B

C

D

E

F

G BUILT-IN TAP

SHOWER HEAD

BUILT-IN SPOUT

BODY JET

BODY JET

BODY JET

MAN HEIGHT

BUILT-IN THERMOSTATIC 
SHOWER MIXER

NATURAL
The new size of pleasure
EXTREME

*For reference only, user / installer can choose to change as per convenience
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LIGHT NIKEL

NATURAL BRASS

PLATINUM

CHROME

GOLD

MATT CHROME BRUSHED GOLD

OLD COOPER

MATT WHITE

BRUSHED NIKEL

OLD IRON

WHITE GLOSS ORB

OLD SILVER

TUSCANY BRONZE

MATT BLACK

BRONZE

ON - NATURAL BRASS
Natural �niture of the raw brass that during the 
time and in contact with the air, it will change the 
tonality, becoming more dark over the surfaces of 
less contact.

CR - CHROME
It is the most required �niture with a mirror 
surface. Our higher thickness of chrome grants 
higher resistance.

CS - MATT CHROME
Matt chromed galvanic �niture, pleasant to touch, 
high resistance and very nice for the modern 
collections.

PL - PLATINUM
Brushed chromed galvanic �niture, obtained
through a manual brushing, with the �nal
effect of the brushed stainless steel.

NI - LIGHT NIKEL
Finiture very similar to the chrome but more warm. 
At the beginning you have a mirror yellow surface. 
Then the time and the air change to a silver 
tonality.

NS - BRUSHED NIKEL
Brushed �niture of the am glossy one. It is similar 
to the platinum but more warm. This could be 
ideal for both modern and classical collections.

OR - GOLD
Galvanic �niture obtained by 24 kt gold
electrolytic processing.

OP - BRUSHED GOLD
Manual brushing made on the am gold �niture.
This has suggested for the modern collections.

FA - OLD IRON
Galvanic �niture obtained by the deposit of
different metallic �nitures, one over the other, plus 
a manual brushing and a �nal application of a matt 
varnish to maintain the old ‘effect’ during the time. 
This �niture it is the best for the classic collections.

BR - BRONZE
Galvanic �niture obtained by a manual
brushing that evidences the dark and clear
metallic re�ections, covered then by a
transparent varnish. This �niture it is the
best for the classic collections.

RA - OLD COPPER
Galvanic �niture obtained through a manual
brushing that evidences the metallic tonality
of different kind of copper and recovered by
a transparent varnish.

AG - OLD SILVER
Galvanic �niture obtained through a manual
brushing and recovered by a transparent
varnish. This �niture is similar to the tonality
of the pewter and it has suggested for the
classical collections.

TT - TUSCANY BRONZE
Galvanic �niture obtained through more
phases, from a manual brushing to a
particular polishing. Using a special glossy
cream, we obtain the effect of an old �niture.
This �niture could oxidized in the time over the
parts of most contacts.

RB - ORB (OIL RUBBED BRONZE)
Deep dark brown tonality for this �niture
obtained by powder and then covered by a
matt paint.

NE - MATT BLACK
Deep black tonality for this �niture obtained
by powder and then covered by a matt paint.

BI - MATT WHITE
White tonality for this �niture obtained by
powder and then covered by a matt paint.

BL - WHITE GLOSS
Glossy white for this �niture obtained by
powder and then covered by glossy paint.

COLOURS
&

FINISHES

NATURAL
The new size of pleasure
EXTREME
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Classica Di Bongio

197
Classica Di Bongio
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Pure Glam Lux
199

Pure Glam Lux



Spaziovivo Bongio
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Open box by Spaziovivo Bongio
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T O O L S
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Com
ing Soon ...
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see you...
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MARIO BONGIO SRL

San Maurizio, (NO) - ITALY
BONGIO INDIA PVT. LTD.
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